Abstract
Introduction
Over time, a number of program slicing methods [17, 19] have been elaborated. A significant part of the practical methods compute the slices based on various dependences (control-and data-) among the program elements (variables, instructions, addresses, predicates, etc.). The literature is elaborate about the details of static slicing methods. For example, the work by Horwitz et al. [8] served as the starting point for a number of subsequent implementations and enhancements, whose basis is the program dependence graph -PDG. This is a quite natural representation of the program under investigation since it captures the program elements of interest (instructions) and the dependences among them that will eventually determine the slices.
However, relatively few publications appeared that deal with the practical sides of dynamic slicing and provide detailed algorithms. Dynamic analysis of programs is an inherently hard problem because of several reasons, the most significant one being that a very large number of events may be generated by a program run. This induces huge amount of data to be processed, which is even more apparent with program slicing, since -in a general case -very fine-grained computations are needed for an accurate result. The fact that it is hard to find practically used dynamic slicing algorithms can mean that the published methods are not suitable for handling real size programs and executions.
The basic dynamic slicing methods use different concepts, proposed by researchers like Korel and Laski [12, 13] , Agrawal et al. [1, 2] and Kamkar et al. [11] . One of the most common approaches to dynamic slicing is based on computing the dynamic dependences among the program elements, which is analogous to PDG-based static slicing algorithms. This way we follow the dynamically occurring data-and control dependences among the actions (instruction occurrences). Note, that using this approach the slices will not necessarily be executable subsets of the program, but in many applications of slicing this is not a requirement anyway. The traditional dynamic dependence-based method by Agrawal and Horgan [2] uses a graph representation called the Dynamic Dependence Graph -DDG that includes a distinct vertex for each occurrence of a statement (an action), and the edges correspond to the dynamically occurring dependences. Based on this graph, the computation of a dynamic slice means finding all reachable vertices starting from the slicing criterion. According to the terminology of Zhang et al. [23] a full preprocessing is done before the actual slicing.
Unfortunately, most of the basic dynamic slicing algorithms have difficulties with handling large inputs. For example, the size of the DDG graph is actually unbounded as it is determined by the number of steps of the execution history produced by the program run. Consequently, researchers have begun searching for more effective methods, like Zhang and Gupta did in their work on compacting the DDG graph [21] , or Mund and Mall with their static dependence graph-based approaches [15] . In previous work we have also elaborated new efficient dynamic slicing methods that are based on dynamic dependences, but which do not necessitate huge representations like the DDG graph. One of our most significant results is a backward slicing algorithm [5, 7] that computes all possible dynamic slices globally, with only one pass through the execution history. This method significantly differs from any other previously published algorithm, and proved to be suitable for real size programs and executions as well. We elaborated the details of the algorithm in different contexts: for C programs [5] and for Java [16] for example, and its usefulness has been demonstrated in several applications [4, 7] .
Based on the original idea of the global slicing algorithm it turned out to be possible to construct similar graphless algorithms based on dynamic dependences, for example demand-driven methods for both forward and backward slices. In fact, we wanted to investigate all practical ways for computing the dynamic slices based on dynamic dependences but without requiring costly global preprocessing prior to slicing. Hence, in this paper we propose alternative methods that are based on the same dynamic dependences but instead of dynamic dependence graphs various data structures are maintained. These are different depending on the slicing scenario and therefore are specialized and more effective. The different slicing scenarios that we investigated are global vs. demand driven slicing and computing backward vs. forward slices. A good property of all of the presented algorithms is that they are able to compute the same dynamic slices as the original DDG-based method. It turned out that the slices can be produced by traversing the execution history either in a forward or in a backward way, and that some processing direction fits more to a slicing scenario than the other. This totals eight possibilities, of which some give useful algorithms, while there are irrelevant combinations as well. In this work we investigate and discuss all of them and give the basic algorithms where appropriate, along with some discussion about the application fields of each. Although some researchers mention similar algorithms, we are not aware of any other such comprehensive overview of the basic dependence based dynamic slicing algorithms. The contribution of this paper is thus in providing a comprehensive list of related algorithms that can be used in different slicing scenarios.
In the next section we give all the details about the algorithms. Section 3 deals with related work, and we close our paper with conclusions in Section 4.
Algorithms
All of the algorithms presented operate on two data sets: the execution history and a concise static representation of the program. Since the aim of this paper is to introduce the basic algorithms, for clarity we will limit our discussion to simple programs. Consequently, in the following the presented data structures and algorithms will not include modifications that are needed for a real programming language. The execution history (or trace) is a simple list of instruction occurrences (actions) that have been executed for a specific program input. The algorithms will process the trace in either forward or backward way to follow the dynamic dependences. All that we further need for achieving this is a simple definition-use relationship for all instructions of the program, based on which the actually realized dynamic dependence chains can be computed during processing the trace. Furthermore, by considering the predicates in the program (the branching instructions) as regular variables, both the data-and control-dependences can be handled uniformly. In other words, the dynamic slices will be computed "on the fly" during processing the trace taking into account the local definition-use information as the static representation of the program.
Prior to describing the actual slicing algorithms we will overview some notations, which will be used throughout the rest of the paper.
The execution history will be denoted by EH, and it will contain actions denoted by i j , where i is the serial number of an instruction in the program, while j is the serial number of an execution step in the execution history. The total number of the steps executed in a given execution of the program is denoted by J. We will also use the following:
Furthermore, EHI(j) = i(i j ) denotes the statement number i at the jth step.
We will use the notation CB = (x, i j , V ) for the backward, and CF = (x, i j ) for the forward slicing criterion, where x is a program input corresponding to a specific execution of the program, i j is the action for which the dynamic slice needs to be computed and V is a subset of the used variables at the ith instruction. 1 The static representation of the program needed by the slicing algorithms is called the D/U program representation. It captures local definition-use relationships between the variable occurrences within each instruction. For simplicity we will assume that each instruction defines one variable and uses zero or more variables. An instruction of a program has the following D/U representation:
where i is an instruction serial number. We will use I to denote the total number of instructions in the program. The defined variable at the ith instruction is d(i) = d i , while U (i) = U i is used to denote the use set that is utilized for computing the value of d i .
A useful property of our approach is that using the same D/U representation we are able to capture not only the data dependences but the control dependences as well, which will significantly simplify the slicing algorithms. Namely, each d i defined and u k ∈ U i used variable (i = 1, . . . , I) can have a special meaning that we call a predicate variable. Predicate variables are virtual ones that are not part of the program, but are generated for each predicate instruction in the program (these are the conditional branching instructions like if and for). Predicate instructions determine the control dependences among the instructions, so we can treat the corresponding predicate variables as regular variables that can serve both as the defined variable and as used ones. More precisely, if instruction i is a predicate instruction then a generated predicate variable p i will be the defined variable at i, d(i) = p i . Furthermore, for any instruction i its use set U (i ) will be extended with a corresponding predicate variable for each predicate instruction on which i is directly control dependent.
For the formalization of the dynamic slicing algorithms some more notations will be used. The last definition of a variable v will be denoted by LD (v, j) , which is a function returning the action at which v was defined last before the jth step in the execution history:
Furthermore, we will also use some shorthand notations for the last defining step
for an actual step j that is being processed during the execution of the slicing algorithm. Obviously, after processing a step
Overview
Given the same static and dynamic representations, the D/U form and the execution history we can categorize the dynamic slicing algorithms according to the following three kinds of properties.
• Slice direction. This classification corresponds to the two fundamental slice kinds. Namely, if we associate a slicing criterion with a set of program locations whose earlier execution affected the value computed at the criterion, we speak of a backward slice. On the contrary, a forward slice is a set of program locations whose later execution depends on the values computed at the slicing criterion.
• Global or Demand-driven. The traditional approach is to compute one slice at a time, based on a given criterion. In this case one generally starts at the program point of the criterion and collects the instructions to be incorporated into the slice by traversing the dependences backward or forward, depending on the slice direction. This is what we call demand-driven slicing. 2 However, there is an opportunity to compute multiple slices for different criteria during a single pass over the trace, if there is need for such a set of slices. This is what we call global slicing, for which algorithms may be constructed for both slice direction types.
• Processing direction. Finally, given a trace we may process it in both directions, depending on the kind of slice needed and on which method is more practical. Note that forward processing of the trace seems to be the natural one (and the only feasible in some applications), however traversing the trace backwards can also be applied in some situations.
From the above classification types it naturally follows to investigate all of the possible 8 combinations. As we will see, some of them lead to practical algorithms, while other are virtually unfeasible. In Table 1 we list all possibilities, giving each method an identification number from zero to seven. We will use these numbers instead of detailed descriptions in the text that follows.
The last column of the table is used for a preliminary classification of the algorithm according to its usefulness, which also determines the remaining subsections of this section. Namely, we will first discuss the two practical demand-driven algorithms in Section 2.2, then we overview the two practical global algorithms in Section 2.3, and finally Section 2.4 deals with the remaining two global algorithms. The latter may be implemented, but their usability is questionable since it requires storing all slices in the memory until the whole trace has been processed, so we refer to them as parallel algorithms. This gives the total of six algorithms. The remaining two types of demand-driven algorithms are impractical to implement, since to compute a demand driven slice in a reverse direction would virtually mean performing global dependence tracking. Due to space constraints, unfortunately we are unable to provide examples of all the algorithms' workings. However, we will illustrate the first algorithm on an example program, which can be seen in Figure 1 , along with its D/U representation. This example has interesting execution histories for inputs a = 0 , a = 1 and a = 2 . . . . For illustration we will use x = a = 1 , which produces the following: 
Demand-Driven Algorithms
Computing a dynamic slice in a demand-driven fashion means that given an execution of the program and a dynamic slicing criterion, a single dynamic slice is produced. This corresponds to determining one dynamic slice from a complete DDG. Here, a preprocessing step is performed in which the (complete) dynamic dependence graph is produced, after which each slicing request means traversing this graph starting from the slicing criterion to find the reachable parts.
In our case however, a similar method may be constructed in a straightforward way but without producing dependence graphs explicitly. We traverse the execution trace starting with the action of the dynamic slicing criterion, and follow the dynamic dependences with the help of the D/U representation going backward towards the first executed instruction or forward towards the end of the trace, depending on the slice direction. This allows us to construct the two demand-driven dynamic slicing algorithms as follows.
Backward Slice -Algorithm 0
The demand driven algorithm for backward slices processes the execution history starting with the action of the criterion and traces back the dependences towards the very first action. An obvious drawback of this method is that the execution history needs to be processed in reverse, which implies that it needs to be stored first completely. Our global method for backward slices works with forward processing of the trace, so it may be much more feasible in some applications (see Section 2.3).
The algorithm scans the dynamic dependences and keeps those actions not yet processed in a worklist. When it removes an action from the worklist it investigates all variables from the use set of the removed action and extends the worklist with the last defining action of those variables before the actual execution step. When all dependences have been processed and the worklist becomes empty the algorithm terminates by providing the slice with the instructions visited during the run. This operation is formalized in the algorithm in Figure 2 . A similar algorithm was sketched by Korel as well [12] .
Note that the last defining action in algorithm line 8 is not directly accessible as with the forward processing of the execution history. Therefore for the efficient functioning of the algorithm the trace needs to be stored in a special form that groups the actions according to the variables defined in them. This is represented by the so-called EHT (execution history) table, whose rows are constituted of the actions with the corresponding defined variables. This is needed because in every iteration of the algorithm an arbitrary definition action corresponding to the variables could be needed, which means that there is a need for searching among the execution steps backwards. So the value of LD(u, l) will be attained by first selecting the row corresponding to u in the EHT table and then finding the appropriate execution step l < l in that row (this can be implemented efficiently since the rows are ordered by execution step number).
Also note, that removing the biggest action from the worklist at line 5 is not required; any action could be removed next, but it can help for the efficient implementation of the EHT table. Namely, all remaining actions in a row program Algorithm-0(P, CB) input: that are beyond the returned one may be discarded, since the removed actions will be monotonically decreasing.
The number of iterations of the algorithm varies, it is minimum the number of instructions in the slice computed, but in the worst case it can be as much as the length of the execution. However, in the average case it will be correlated with the size of the slice. As for the space requirements, not counting the storage of the EHT table (it can be kept on the disk), it is not significant since only the worklist needs to be maintained in the memory.
We will illustrate the working of the algorithm on our example. The state of the worklist and its operations can be followed for each iteration in the table in Figure 3 . Figure 3 . Example run of the demand driven backward slicing algorithm
Forward Slice -Algorithm 3
Computing forward dynamic slices starting from the slicing criterion means traversing the execution trace in a natural way, that is in a forward fashion. The algorithm is given in Figure 4 .
program Algorithm-3(P, CF ) input: P : a program CF = (x, i j ) : dynamic slicing criterion output: S : dynamic slice of P for CF
Output S as the forward dynamic slice for criterion (x, i j ) end
Figure 4. Demand driven algorithm for forward slices
The basic idea of the algorithm is to collect all forward dependences of the defined variable at the criterion by marking variables that carry forward the dynamic dependences. If a variable is marked at a given point of the algorithm execution, it means that it is a "live" variable which was defined using the contribution of another live variable. So first the defined variable is set to be live (line 2), after which a while loop starts from the execution step of the criterion j. It terminates if there are no further live variables to process or if we reach the end of the trace. If in the next executed instruction a live variable is used (algorithm line 8), the corresponding defined variable is also set as live (line 9). At the same time the corresponding instruction serial number is made part of the resulting slice set S in line 10. Note that statement 11 is required to kill any variables that were potentially live but that are redefined without using any live variables at that point.
A possible improvement to the algorithm is if we increment k in line 6 not step-by-step but by jumping towards the first next position where some of the marked variables is de-fined or used. In this case in line 11 the defined variable is definitely live, but the implementation of this approach may not be beneficial.
Practical Global Algorithms
Depending on the structure of the dependences, a demand driven dynamic slicing algorithm may need to process a significant part of the execution history individually for each slicing request. A demand driven algorithm will follow only the dependences belonging to the slicing criterion, however in the meantime many intermediate actions of the execution history need to be passed by. Furthermore, in a number of applications more than one slice may be needed at a time for a given execution of the program. This leads to an idea to compute more dynamic slices during only one traversal through the execution history. Naturally, this will mean more simultaneous computations, but above a certain number of distinct slices a more global algorithm will be more beneficial than executing the demand driven one multiple times. It is possible to compute many dynamic slices by executing the demand driven methods in parallel: traversing the execution history in a forward way for forward slices and in a backward way for backward slices. However, this approach is not very practical since the data structures (and the slices) for all dynamic criteria need to be maintained throughout the whole execution history. The algorithms incorporating this kind operation are described in Section 2.4.
Fortunately, it is possible to construct such global algorithms that are more practical in which not the whole dynamic slices need to be maintained during the execution of the algorithms but only the actual dependence sets belonging to the variables of the program. These dependence sets contain statement numbers providing the actual dependences of the given variables at the given point of execution. We derive these dependence sets based on the D/U information and maintain them for each execution step. Thus we are able to compute the dynamic slices for all possible dynamic criteria based on the actual values of these sets only.
An interesting duality in this approach is that the mentioned dependence sets for computing backward slices can be acquired if we process the trace in a forward way, and for the forward slices we need to traverse the trace in reverse direction. (Obviously, the backward historical dependence data for a given execution point is accessible only by a "natural lapse of time," while the complete forward dependences from a point of execution ("future" data) are visible by examining the execution history in a reversed way.)
In this section we will describe the two basic dynamic slicing algorithms, which are able to produce all dynamic slices for a given execution of a program: the global backward slicing method and the global forward slicing method.
Backward Slice -Algorithm 5
The algorithm in Figure 5 is our method for producing backward slices globally. Since this approach requires a forward processing of the execution history it is one of the most practically usable ones among all presented in this article. It allows instant processing of the trace as it is produced by the program executor. It has been presented several times in some of our past publications with different applications [4, 5, 7] , and implemented in different contexts: for C programs [5] and for Java [16] , for example.
program Algorithm-5(P, x) input:
P : a program x : a program input output: backward slices for all (
Figure 5. Global algorithm for backward slices
The algorithm starts processing the trace with the firstly executed instruction, and at each step it computes the dependence set corresponding to the defined variable at the actual instruction, which holds the depending instruction numbers (DynDep(d(i))). For this it uses the most recently computed dependence sets of the used variables at the instruction (DynDep(u k )) and their last defining instruction (LS(u k )). This way all dynamic slices corresponding to the defined variables at all instruction occurrences are attained and provided at the output (only the actually effective sets are stored in the memory). It is clear, that the average computational complexity is determined by the length of the execution history and the average size of the dependence sets, the latter being in correspondence with the average slice size. The space requirements are determined by the number of the dependence sets (the number of all defined variables) and their sizes (practically the average slice size).
Forward Slice -Algorithm 6
The algorithm in Figure 6 is our method for producing forward slices globally. This approach requires a backward processing of the execution history. Backward processing of the trace is sometimes not as straightforward as processing it from its beginning towards its end, but otherwise this algorithm is as usable for forward slice computation as the previous one is for computing backward slices.
program Algorithm-6(P, x) input:
P : a program x : a program input output: forward slices for all (x, i j ) criteria (j = 1 . . . J) begin 1 Read and store EH 2 for j = J downto 1 The characteristics of this algorithm are as of the previous one. All dynamic forward slices corresponding to the defined variables at all instruction occurrences are attained and provided at the output. The average computational complexity is determined by the length of the execution history and the average size of the "live" sets, and the space requirements are determined by the number of the "live" sets and their sizes.
Parallel Global Algorithms
The trace processing directions of the global algorithms presented in the previous section are the opposite of the directions of the slices they compute. They have the advantage of computing the final slice of a criterion as soon as its action has been processed in the execution history. On the other hand, the two demand-driven algorithms use the direction of the slice for processing the trace.
In this section we present two more global algorithms that use the slice direction for processing the trace and compute the slices for all criteria. We called these parallel global algorithms because they compute all slices in parallel -virtually having many parallel demand-driven algorithms -, and potentially no slices are finished before all trace elements are processed. However, they still have the advantage over computing all the slices with the demand-driven algorithms: the dependences arising from a specific action are computed only once.
Forward Slice -Algorithm 7
Figure 7 shows our parallel algorithm for computing forward slices. Although it consumes more memory than the global forward slice algorithm and produces final slices after processing all actions in the trace, this algorithm is a usable alternative of the other global one because of the forward processing of the trace.
The first part of the algorithm is similar in its structure to the global algorithm for backward slices (number 5), the main difference being that in this case we need to track actions in the DynDep sets instead of only instruction numbers. In the next step of each iteration the forward slice of all actions that the defined variable depends on must be extended with the line number of the actually processed action (EHI(j)). Finally, the slices of all criteria are written.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is determined by the trace length and the average size of the dependence sets. The space requirements are determined by the number of trace elements and the average slice sizes, and the number of dependence sets and their average size. Tracking actions in the dependence sets can mean a significant overhead, which can be overcome by working with only one occurrence of each statement (and using the original DynDep sets), this way accumulating the dependences for all related actions. Naturally, this will have the tradeoff of loosing the precision of the slices.
Potentially, no slices can be treated as done before the last trace element is processed. Although we could determine if a slice cannot be extended anymore (all contributing variables become dead), it would require to maintain a dual dependence set structure or increase the computational complexity.
program Algorithm-7(P, x) input:
P : a program x : a program input output: forward slices for all (x, i j ) criteria (j = 1 . . . J)
Output S(i j ) as the forward dynamic slice for criterion (x, i j ) endfor end Our algorithm for parallel backward slice computation can be seen in Figure 8 . Due to the backward processing of the trace and greater space requirements, it is not a real alternative to the global backward slicing algorithm, but we will present it for the sake of completeness.
Since the logic of dependence tracking is the same, the core part of the algorithm is similar to the practical global forward slicing method (algorithm 6). Here as well, the main difference is that we track actions in the LiveAt dependence sets instead of instructions. The slices are maintained at the beginning of each step: namely, the slices of actions dependent on the actually defined variable d(i) are extended with the actual program line i. LiveAt(d(i) ) in line 4 contains these actions. With this algorithm as well, the slices of all criteria are written after the processing of the execution history has been completed.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is determined by the trace length and the average size of the dependence and "live" sets, while the space requirements are determined by the number of trace elements and the average slice sizes, and the number of "live" sets (the number of all defined variables) and their average size. The same overhead with storing actions in the dependence sets applies here as with the other parallel algorithm mentioned above.
As with the previous algorithm, potentially no slices can program Algorithm-4(P, x) input:
Output S(i j ) as the backward dynamic slice for criterion (x, i j , U(i)) endfor end With more computation or space usage it could be determined if a slice will not change in the later iterations.
Related work
Our methods significantly differ from existing dynamic slicing algorithms. The novelty lies in handling controland data dependences uniformly, and in providing a comprehensive list of related algorithms that can be used in different slicing scenarios. As already mentioned earlier, our methods for dynamic slicing are based on the same dynamic dependences as some other dynamic slicing algorithms employ. Such is the Dynamic Dependence Graphbased method by Agrawal and Horgan [2] , which requires a significant amount of preprocessing (building the graph) prior to any (demand-driven) slicing request. However, the complete DDG graph is impractical in most real life situations because of its significant costs, even with its optimized version [17] . Based on this method several enhanced algorithms were published later [11, 21] . For example, Zhang and Gupta propose a reduced version of the DDG with which an improvement of about one order of magnitude can be achieved in terms of the graph size. Zhang et al. provide some other possibilities as well for reducing the costs of this method [23] . Mund and Mall tried to improve the efficiency of dynamic slicing using static dependence graphs as intermediate representation and maintaining various additional data structures during processing the execution history [15] .
The first dynamic slicing algorithm was given by Korel and Laski that produced executable slices [12] . As it is known, executable slices are generally significantly larger than those that deal with the dependences only (according to Venkatesh's measurements the ratio is about 2-3 times [18] ), however in our work we do not require this property. The same authors published another dynamic slicing method that is based on dataflow equations [13] , while Korel and Yalamanchili give a forward computation method [14] . The basis for these methods are the so-called removable blocks, which are selected for inclusion into the slice by the algorithm based on the execution of the program. Apart from this approach Korel sketched a demand driven method based on dynamic dependences similar to ours [12] .
Concrete evidence of dynamic slicing implementations that are usable in real life scenarios is very hard to find. Some of the work in this field are Agrawal's [1], Kamkar's [9] and Venkatesh's results [18] . Zhang and Gupta also reported implementation of different efficient algorithms, which contain some very interesting enhancements to the existing basic methods [22, 23] , some of which can be well adapted to our algorithms. For example, their usage of reduced ordered binary decision diagrams is an interesting enhancement of our forward computation method [22] .
Excellent surveys of different slicing methods, including dynamic slicing have been published by several authors: Tip [17] , De Lucia [6] , Kamkar [10] and Xu et al. [20] .
Conclusions
In this paper we presented six algorithms for computing backward and forward dynamic slices. All of them are based on computing the dynamic dependences by traversing the execution history, and using a simple static representation of the program containing local definition-use information, which uniformly incorporates both data and control dependences. Although some researchers mention similar algorithms, we are not aware of any other, such a comprehensive overview of the basic dependence-based dynamic slicing algorithms.
As for our experiences, we have already implemented three of the presented algorithms. Algorithms 5 and 0 were implemented for the C language [5] , for which we had to solve some special problems. To handle pointers, arrays and other memory references correctly, we used memory locations instead of variables, keeping information of the assignment of variables and memory locations. After converting all memory accesses to pointer operations, this change to memory locations simplified all data flow problems. The problem of unstructured control flow was solved by applying the traditional postdominance-based control dependence method. The trace generation for C was done by source code instrumentation. For the Java language we have a ready implementation of algorithms 5 and 7 [16] . This implementation works on Java byte code, but the result can be converted to the source. Slicing Java programs arises some special problems as well like multi-threading and reflection. To handle these correctly our slicer simulates some necessary tasks of the virtual machine while processing the trace, such as context switches, the stack, etc. To produce the trace an instrumented Java Virtual Machine was used.
Naturally, the main question is in which contexts is most useful each of the presented algorithms. Here we sketch our views on the applicability of the algorithms, however a more elaborate investigation of their usefulness remains for future work.
If more than one slice is sought for an execution of the program the choice between a global and a demand driven approach may be generally based on comparing the costs of computing all possible slices with the global method and executing the demand driven algorithm several times. The threshold above which performing global slicing is more beneficial is hard to determine, since it depends on many aspects, like the layout of the execution history, the slice criteria of interest and the arising dynamic dependences. With our implementation of the global and demand driven backward slicing methods (algorithms 5 and 0) for C, we performed some measurements on medium size test programs. We recorded the iteration numbers and other complexity factors of the algorithms and the execution times as well. The major complexity factor of the global method is the length of the execution history (J) and the set operations at each step, while of the demand driven one is the iteration number. The latter is at most J, however it is determined by the number of arising dynamic dependences, which is, according to our measurements, about a magnitude smaller than J. This allows us to give a rough estimation that if at least one or two dozens of slices need to be computed, a global method may be more beneficial.
Global slicing methods are very useful for applications in which more (all) slices are required. An example is the computation of union slices [4] , which is a very useful technique for software maintenance-related problems. Global backward slicing can be used for, among others, program comprehension, debugging and decomposition slicing, while global forward slicing is useful in regression testing and impact analysis. For debugging and program comprehension, probably a highly optimized demand driven approach or a method with limited preprocessing would be optimal.
We presented four global slicing algorithms, of which two are practically implementable (algorithms 5 and 6), since only a limited amount of intermediate data needs to be maintained during the execution of the algorithms. The backward slicing method is indeed very practical since it processes the execution history in a forward way; we have already utilized our implementation in a number of applications. However, the main drawback with the forward slicing algorithm (number 6) is that it needs to process the execution history in a backward fashion, which may be impractical in many real life situations. In this case we propose instead the parallel forward slicing algorithm (number 7) that may be implemented with a small extension to the original global backward method (number 5) -we have already done so. The overhead of keeping many dynamic dependence sets in the memory can be overcome by loosening the precision and working with only one occurrence of each statement and accumulating the dependences for all related actions. Our main directions for future work will be a more detailed elaboration on the complexities of the presented algorithms (giving O-notations) and their prototype implementation for the empirical investigation of the costs in various slicing situations. The possibilities for improvement will be addressed as well in order to find the real application fields for each of the algorithms.
